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PRESTACK

MIGRATION

OF SHOT RECORDS USING PHASE SHIFT PLUS INTERPOLATION’

MARK NG~

The method presented here is essentially
Reshef and
Kosloff’s shot-migration
method combined with the PSPImigration method (Gazdag and Sguazzero, 1984). Reshef
and Kosloff (1986) proposed that a zero offset diffraction
term may he used in prestack shot migration, and that opens
up a wide variety of migration algorithm choices. An FD
diffraction term is widely used because FD performs well in
inhomogeneous media despite the fact that FD is dispersive
and often has a dip limitation depending on whatever algorithm is used. In this paper. PSPI is used to replacc the FD
method in the diffraction term while the thin lens term and
the imaging condition can remain unchanged.
Poststack
PSPI has not been popular in everyday processing mainly
because a 2-D line can be so long in space that a proper
interpolation
may not he easily achieved.
However.
in
prestack data, the shot spread is normally shorter than the
line length. With the added benefit of multifold coverage. the
interpolation becomes increasingly reliable. Therefore, a lot
of attractive advantages of the phase-shift method such as a
nondispersive steep dip migration ability will he once again
brought into perspective. This leads one to think that PSPI is
more suitable for prestack migration than poststack migration in real life situations.
Recently, there have been many publications on prestack
depth migration, which is a highly interpretive process. But
the robustness and effectiveness of prestack time migration
for processing have been overlooked.
In this paper, some
examples are given to illustrate this point.

ABSTRACT
The phase-shift plus intcrpolarion (PSPII method is employed in
the diffracti””
,rrm “1 the prcstacr St?“, record migration. The
method ii suitable for vertically and hurimntally inhomogencous
media and migrates up to appmrimately 90 degrees of dip without
disprrsian. The concept applies to both time and depth migration.
However, only time migration enamplri arc preienrcd here. t cornpare the muks between prestack time migration on shot records hy
downward continuation using B 6degree finite-difference
(PO)
algorithm in the r-x domilin and by using a PSPl algorithm. The
examples demonstrate that the preslack PSPt method gives better
rrS”,ts ,ilan does rtle prestack f&degree FD methud. an* hetler
muIts than the DMO fduwrd by paststack migration.

There are a number of ways to implement
prestack
migration
on shot records as introduced by Schultz and
Sherwood (1980), Reshef and Kosloff (1986), Wapenaar et
al. (1987) and Bancroft and Ng (1988). Basically, all types
of prestack shot migration that use a downward continuation
scheme will involve three operations in each iteration of the
depth (or time) step as shown in Figure I: I) the diffraction
term; 2) the thin lens term; and 3) the imaging condition.
The diffraction
term is used to collapse the diffraction
curves hack to their diffraction points. This can be achieved
by Kirchhoff summation, by FD or, in this paper. by a PSPI
method.
The thin lens term is used only in depth migration to carrect for ray bending by applying a time shift to the partially
migrated record. The thin lens term is very sensitive to
velocity. This term is ignored in time migration.
The imaging condition is used to extract an output point
from the wave-field
record at the time where the source
direct wave and the reflected wave are coincident (Claerbout,
1971).
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The 2-D scalar wave equation for pressure p(.r,;,fi

a2p(x,z,t) =&+J

a2

a’p

v* at’ a2

with x the horizontal space coordinate.
and v the true medium velocity.

is

(I)
; the depth, f the time
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Equation (I) can be approximated
way paraxial equation:

pa’p(x,z,t)
a

aZa2
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a3p

by the following
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a2 azat* 1' ax*at

one-

(2)

where a = 0.478242060, p = 037636Y527
and L’ = vv’2.
Equation (2) is simply derived from equation (c.50) of
Yilmaz (1987). An implicit Crank-Nicolson
FD algorithm
described in Cleerbout (1976) is used to solve equation (2) to
give a 65.degree diffraction term for depth migration in the
I-X domain. If the diffraction
term for time migration
is
desired, substitute
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into equation (2). Note that T is the output two-way time
coordinate.
The recorded wttve field /J@,z,/) in the f-.x domain can be
2-D Fourier transformed
into the o-k domain to give
P(k ,z,w), where w is the temporal frequency and k,~ is the
spetlal wavenumber.
Then the wave equation (I) can be
solved in the w-kr domain by the phase-shift method which
gives an analytic solution for wave extrapolation
for depth
migration with a depth step of AZ, and the diffraction term is

P”

WAZ
The extra ’ I, term in the exponent is added here to keep
the wave-field
time stationary,
whereas FD is also time
stationary. Substituting (3) into (4). the phase-shift diffraction term of time migration in the w-k domain is obtained:
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Fig. 1. Procedures
Fig.
Procedures for
for prestack
prestack shot
shot migration
migration using
using a downward
downward concontinuation scheme: (a) the flow chart: (b) illustrating in a constant
velocity medium; an NM0 curve is migrated into a smaller curve in
the next depth by the diffraction term and then it is output as a flat
reflector by the imaging condition.

When
(:)? <k!~I it defines the evanescence region which
contains the nonphysical data that exceeds 90 degrees. Data
in that region does not need to be migrated and is zeroed out.
Consequently, it provides a noise reduction to the section. If
there is tt strong velocity inversion in the following layer, the
algorithm will then migrate up to less than 90-degree dip
because tt bit too much data may have been removed in the
evanescence region of the preceding layer. In practice, this
built-in noise reduction ability is quite effective in cleaning
up the date as seen in most examples given later in this
paper. A lot of noise reduction techniques are derived from a
signal processing standpoint rather than from a wave eque[ion standpoint (Ng, 1990).
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tiun. The thin lens term is the mat scmsitiw ta velocity
error when compared with the imaging condition and the
diffraction term while the imaging condition ranks second.
Any thin lens time shift correction error due to the velocity
will be accumulated as the wave field is downwwd contiw
ued. Since the thin lens term is ignored in time migration,
accuracy is then sacrificed. but the gain is the robustness in
velocity sensitivity.
The third step involved in the downward continuation pn,cess is the imaging condition. This serves to extract the fully
tmigrated data along an imaged time curve I* from the wwfield record /~(.r,z.t”) and to output it as a constant depth
image at ~0,;) in depth migration
or as a constant time
image at q(i,r) in time migration tts shown in Figure I h. The
output tmage is

Equations (4) and (5) give an exact solution for vertical
velocity varying media and the result is a steep dip migration
tdgorithm. It is always desirable to use a steep dip nlgorithm
in prestack migration of shot records because the input data
has no normal moveout (NMO) correction applied tu it.
Therefore, in the simplest situation of a zero dip flat reflector
in a constant velocity medium, the shot record contains a
hyperbolic NM0 curve which can be a very steeply dipping
curve at shallow time. The migration ‘smile’ operator will be
operating at an angle at any nonhero offset. For this reason,
the presteck phase-shift method gives better results than the
65.degree presteck FD method especially in the shallow section. The migration results of ttn NM0 curve by the FD
method and the phase-shift method are shown in Figure 2.
For a general inhomogeneous
medium where velocities
vary in both vertical and horizontal
directions,
PSPI is
preferable. Gazdag and Sguazzero (1984) used severill reference velocities
to extrapolate
individual
wave fields
P(x.z + AZ, w) at each depth step and used interpolation to
obtain the resultant wave field at intermediate
velocities.
This method functions very well even with wide lateral
velocity variations if a fine depth step is used because the
WBW fields change slowly between fine depth increments.
The smaller the lateral velocity variation, the bigger the
depth step that can be used. A smooth velocity field is often
used in prestack migration to get optimal results (Versteeg.
1993) and this will also ensure a smooth transition in the
interpolation.
The wave field in the w-k, domain is then 2-D inverse
Fourier transformed into the I-.X domain for the thin lens COTrection and imaging condition.
The diffraction term of the phase-shift method described
by either equation (4) or (5) can also be used as the diffraction term in the ‘S-G’ method (Shultz and Sherwood, 1980).
However, the advantage of the shot migration over the ‘S-G’
method is that sorting of data between shot and geophone
gathers is not necessary. Furthermore. it is less sensitive
the shooting geometry.
The second step in the downward continuation process is
the thin lens correction. It is used only in depth migration to
compensate for ray bending where acoustic rays propagate
through complex structures. This can be achieved by applying time shifts to the partially migrated record in a trace-bytrace fashion:

4(x,z)=p(x,z,t*).

(7)

r* = f,, + t r1

(8)

where f* is the imaged time; rd is the direct arrival traveltime
from the source S to the point ix.:) to be imaged as shown in
Figure I b; and f, is the traveltime from the rccrivrr ~1to the
point (x,:) directly below it.
The direct arrival traveltime fC, can be derived by a nutw
ber of methods. One can use an FD scheme to solve the
eikonal equation (Qin et al.. 19921 or, alternately. obtain r,,
by ray tracing or grid-based ray tracking based on Huygens‘
principle (Saito, 1989). Another method to derive t,, and I~ is
by a simple and speedy approximation:

(Yh)

to

p,,,(x,z+Az,r)=

p(x,z+Az,t

-6(x)),

rr=“:,;.,;l;
z)

(lOa)

T

2

( I Ob)

where “mu is the root-mean-square (rms) velocity over depth
““d va2 is the average velocity over depth at the image
pant.
quatlons (9a) and (lOa) are used in depth migration,
whereas equations (9b) and (lob) are used in time migration
in this paper. Both equations (9) and (IO) will work satirfxtorily in &eology that is not too complex.
The diffraction term, the thin lens term and the imaging
condition are clasrly related to one another. yet they are
independent operations. Therefore, it is left tu the user to
select B suitable algorithm in the diffraction term, but the thin
lens term and the imaging condition can remain unchanged.

(6)

where
~(~+-&)~

and C(Z) is the mean valttr
of velocity c(x,zj ttt depth 2 within the shot. The “tilting”
effect of the thin lens term essentially tmoves the apex of the
diffraction pettern such that the diffraction term will collapse
the diffrnction pattern back into a point at the correct spatial
location. This is certainly important to any accurate migrs
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Example 1
The purpose of this experiment
is to examine
how
prestack time migration responds to different time step increments as shown in Figure 2. The velocity used is 3500 m/s
and the receiver interval is 25 m. The FD method yields
poor results tts the time step increases. whereas the phaseshift Imethod gives consistently
good results up to a 90.
degree dip at the migrated pulses. The optimal depth step AZ
should he around the size of the receiver interval Ar for the
FD depth migration.
Therefore. the FD time migration will
have an optimal time step of Ar = 2 &Iv. Since the phaseshift method is exact within the same velocity layer, the
depth or time step can he a larger value as long as it does not
jump too much so that a velocity layer is skipped.
In this
example, the phase-shift method gives consistently
good
results from a time step of 4 ms to 50 ms as shown in Figure
2e, f, g.
The other consideration
is the boundary condition.
A
basic zero-gradient boundary condition has been used in the
FD method and 3 blank traces have been padded on both
sides of the shot. In practice, the boundary condition in the
FD shot migration does not seem to be B problem.
Trace
padding does not need to be large to delay the boundary
retlrctions.
The reason is that when a boundary reflection
occurs, the imaging curve at that depth is usually deeper in
time than the boundary retlection.
The boundary condition
for the phase-shift method is periodic both in time and space
because a 2-D FFT algorithm is used to transform the date
between the f-x domain and w-k, domain.
Here, zero
padding in the spatial direction is not as critical as zero
padding in the time direction.

Example 2
Figure 3 shows the results of the conventional poststack FD
migration on a stack of 26 shots which have been DMOed by
Hale’s (199 I) nonaliased integral method. Also shown are
the prestack FD time migration and PSPI time migration on
shots under depth varying velocities as follows: the rms
velocities we 2500 mls at 100 ms,
3000 m/s at 400 ms,
3200 m/s at 550 ms,
3500 m/s at 7(N) mr,
4000 m/s at 1000 ms,
45 I4 m/s at 2000 ms.
The receiver interval is 25 m and, therefore, the common
retlection point (CRP) interval is 12.5 m. A real land geometry is used to portray the noisy synthetic data. The shot
interval is irregular as there is a large *‘not shot” zone in the
central region. The actual shot locations are annotated at the
top of the migration stacks. All migration algorithms in this
example use a 24.ms time step. The conventional
DMO
stack in Figure 3a shows a discontinuity, at the near surface,
of the first diffraction pattern. This is caused by the NM0
stretch mute at the near surface for far offsets where there is

(a)

Fig. 2. Example 1: Impulse, line and NMO-curve response of shot
migration in a constant velocity medium with different time steps: (a)
the input shot.
no data to fill in that region because of the “not shot” zone.
Figure 3b shows that the poststack 65.degree FD migration
leaves some residual energy around the migrated pulses.
Figure 3c is an input shot at shot location IS9 at the cental
region used for the prestack migration tests. Figure 3d is the
result of the prestack FD shot migration where dispersion
and undermigration
are observed at the Imigrated pulses.
Figure 3e shows the result of the 90-degree phase-shift
method where the pulses ure fully migrated with no dispersion. Also, there is an increase in the signal-to-noise mtio
due to the zeroing out of the nonphysical data region in the
w-k, domain described earlier. Figure 3f is the stack of the
prestack FD migration of the shots. The amplitude of the
middle segment of the first flat reflector at 550 ms is wrakened due to undermigration of the NM0 curve at t& offsets
which is a weakness of the 65.degree FD algorithm
It also
occurs at the “not shot” zone where there is a lack of near
offset data to compensate for the amplitude lost. Figure 3g is
the stack of the prestack 90.degree phase-shift migration on
shots. The migrated pulses are noticeubly collapsed back to
their origins and the flat reflectors are quite uniform in
amplitude.

Example 3
This example illustrates the responses of prrstack time
migration under vertical and lateral velocity variations due to
a 20.degree downward
dipping velocity
interface.
The
velocities are 3500 and 7000 m/s respectively.
The receiver
interval is 2.5 tn. Figure 4e shows an input shot with a
diffraction pattern whose origin is marked with a cross. A
20.ms time step is used for the downward continuation prw
cess. Figure 4b shows the prestack FD shot migration of the
data in Figure 4a which is downward continued to 400 ms.
Therefore the result is only partially migrated. Figure 4c

receiver

No.

receiver

No.

(e)

Fig. 2. (Cont’d) (b) FD: 4 ms time step; (c) FD: 20 ms time step: (d) FD: 50 ms time step; (e) PSPI: 4 ms time step; (f) PSPI: 20 ms time step; (g)
PSPI: 50 ms time step. The PSPI method is quite independent of time step.
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3. Example 2: Various migration results in vertically inhomogeneous
d at the top ot the figure; (b) poststack FD migration of (a).
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media: (a) stack of 26 DMOed shots with irregular shooting intewal anno
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Fig. 4. Exam&? 3: Prestack shot migration response in vertically and horizontally inhomogeneous media: (a) input shot diffraction pattern beneath a
20~degree dipping velocity interface hop: 3500 ‘m/s. bottom: 7006 m/s)
shows the complete prestack FD migration of the data in
Figure 4a. Figure 4d shows the prestack PSPI shot migration
of the data in Figure 4e which is downward continued to 400
ms. The result is similar to that obtained by the FD method
shown in Figure 4b. Figure 4e shows the complete prestack
PSPI shot migration of the data in Figure 4a. Both prestack
FD and PSPI migration cannot collapse the diffraction pattern back to its origin at the cross hecause time migration
does not have the thin lens term to correct for ray bending
due to the 20.degree dipping interface. However, the PSPJ
method compresses the diffrection pattern more than the FD
method.

Example 4
This example shows the imaging abilities
of various
migration techniques of an anticlinal structure. This is taken
from a set of real land data. The data is recorded with 240
trace records, 30.f(lld and a 30-m receiver interval.
Figure
5a shows the stack of the DMOed shots. Figure Sb shows
the portstack FD migration of Figure 5a using a 24.ms time
step. The anticlinal structure is faintly visible at the centre of
the section. Figure SC shows the stack of the prestack FD
shot migration using a 20.ms time step. The anticlinal strutture is better imaged as compared to the poststack FD migration (Figure 5b). Figure 5d shows the stack of the prestack
PSPI shot migration using a 50.ms time step for speed reasons. The anticlinal structure is clearly imaged and the signal-to-noise ratio is much improved when compared with the
presteck FD method. All the sections in this example are
processed with the same processing velocities.

Example 5
This example shows the imaging abilities
of various
migration
techniques
in severe faulting
areas. This is
another set of real land data. The data is recorded with 4X
trace records, I?-fold and a 67-m receiver interval.
Figure
6a is the stack of the DMOed shots. Figure 6b shows the
poststack FD migration of the data in Figure 6a using a 24.
ms time step. Strong migration “smile” artifacts cause interference within the section. Figure 6c shows the stack of the
prestack FD shot migration using a 20.ms time step. The
faults are better imaged as compared to the poststack FD
migration. Figure 6d shows the stack of the prestack PSPI
shot migration using a 50.ms time step. The fault images are
crisp and without any migration “smile” artifacts producing a
better image. Again, processing velocities are used in these
migration algorithms.
Dtscussto~

ANI) CONCI.USIONS

In theory, DMO stack followed hy a poststack zero offset
time migration is equivalent to prestack time migration followed by stack. But in real situations, the results derived
from both routes are not quite equivalent. and that is shown
in the examples provided.
It is noted that the velocity sensitivity
of prestack time
migration is similar to that of conventional DMO processing.
This is observed in the ahove examples where the same processing velocities
are used. Examples demonstrate
the
robustness and superior imaging of the prestack migration
when compared to conventional
DMO processing.
One
should note that in conventional
processing, the migration
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Fig 5. Example 4: Various migration results of imaging an anticlinal sVucture: (a) ~onvenfional stack of DMOed shots; (b) poststack FD migl ration of
(a) faintly images the anticline; (c) stack of the prestack FD shot migration reveals the anticline: (d) stack of the prestack PSPI shot migration re”eals
the anticline more clearly.
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(b) poststack FD migration of (a) contains migration Wile”
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(c) stack of the prestack FD shot migration reveals complex faults.
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(d) stack of the prestack PSPI shot migration.
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velocities
can hc different
from the stacking
wlwitics;
one
set of velocities
is used to optimizr
the stack while another is
used to optimise
the poststack
migration.
However,
in
prestack migration.
only one set of velocities
is used.
One other observation
that is worth mentioning
is that side
swipes from a nearby 3-D str~ctul’e are often attenuated.
This
is due to the discriminating
effect of the imaging condition
from stacking
in side reflections
from one shot to another.
One should
not expect
a 3-D solution
from 2-D data.
Therefore.
this effect probably
helps pnwidc
a better interpretation
of the line from a 2-D perspective.
The characteristics
of using prestack
PSPI shot migt-ation
iUE:
I. being suitable
for vertically
and horizontally
inhomogenexus media;
2. a Wose to 90.degree”
ttlgorithm
(note that any diffraction
cwve is considered
to be a 90.degree
geologic
dip at the
diffraction
point);
3. nondispersive,
i.e., all frequencies
travel with the sane
speed;
4. the diffraction
term is quite insensitive
to the depth (time)
step size as it approximates
an exact solution;
5. a safe tmd effective
noise reduction
scheme;
6. fewer migration
“smile”
artifacts are produced.
The main disadvantage
of the PSPI method is that it is a
costly algorithm
in terms of computer
run time. It takes 2 tu
3 times the run time of the prrstack
FD method which
is
comperttble
in run time to conventional
DMO processing.
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